VeilShield™
Mesh So Fine
You Can Barely See It!

VeilShield is a high performance mesh style shielding fabric designed to be highly transparent. Combining high performance (40 dB or better), ultra light weight, and flexibility. 70% light transmission. 0.1 Ohm/sq resistivity. Woven 132/inch mesh polyester fibers (0.0068” openings), coated with Nickel/Zinc blackened Copper for better corrosion resistance. Very easy to handle, but not suitable for prolonged skin contact if you have a Nickel allergy. Great for windows or any application where you want to see through the shield. 58 inch wide. (Cat. #1270)

The fabric is highly conductive. DO NOT allow the fabric to come in contact with electric wires, outlets or switches. Cover nearby outlets with child safety caps. Does not contain flame retardant, use caution around open flames and heat sources.

Exclusively from: Less EMF Inc.